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THE NINETEENTH AMENDMENT AND THE U.S.
“WOMEN’S EMANCIPATION POLICY” IN POST-WORLD
WAR II OCCUPIED JAPAN: GOING BEYOND SUFFRAGE

Cornelia Weiss*

I. INTRODUCTION

As we celebrate the 100th anniversary of Nineteenth Amendment, I write this paper to explore the influence of the Nineteenth Amendment on U.S. military occupation policy in Post-World War II Japan. A mere 25 years after the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment, the Nineteenth Amendment had become so ingrained in U.S. identity that the first demand of General MacArthur, the Supreme Commander of the Allied

* Cornelia Weiss is a retired military colonel, having served in the Americas, Europe, and the Pacific. Honors received include the US Air Force Keenan Award for making the most notable contribution to the development of international law and medals from Colombia for human rights and military justice accomplishments. She holds a BA in Women’s Studies from the University of Utah, an MA from Chile’s national academy of strategy and policy studies, and a JD from Vanderbilt University School of Law. Knowing that history is often used as an excuse to exclude women, she excavates forgotten history about women, peace, and power.
Powers (SCAP) to Japan, was the “emancipation of women through their enfranchisement.”\(^1\) However, unlike the U.S., “enfranchisement” under the U.S. headed occupation (Occupation) did not stop at suffrage. Instead, enfranchisement under the Occupation incorporated the definitions of “enfranchise” (“to endow with the rights of citizenship” and “to free, as from bondage”\(^2\)) to create legal reforms to actualize the “emancipation of women” (women’s emancipation policy). The Committee on the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW Committee), in paragraph 13 of its General Recommendation 30, recognizes: “Women’s rights in... post-conflict processes are affected by various actors, including States.”\(^3\) This paper focuses on the impact of an outside power—with its own contradictory history of suppression and agitation for women’s rights—to influence whether discrimination against women is eliminated, decreased, continued, or increased.

I start this paper by examining the orders the Occupation was expected to fulfill and the belief that to fulfill its orders, the Occupation needed to seek the “emancipation of women.” I review the Occupation’s patriarchy analysis. I address women’s suffrage. I examine the Occupation’s proactive efforts to eradicate the “enslavement” of women (enslavement through bondage and licensed prostitution). I explore the Occupation’s drafting of a constitution that included not only women’s suffrage, but that went beyond the U.S. Constitution to provide rights of “dignity and essential equality” for women (yet omitted social guarantees for women). I unravel two disparate election laws enacted under the Occupation and address their differing effect on women’s ability to vote and to be elected, as well as the Occupation’s efforts to counter psychological violence against female candidates and to provide equal opportunity for female candidates. I then turn to the Civil Code drafted under the Occupation to examine its implementation (and failures of implementation) of constitutionally mandated rights of “dignity and essential equality” for women. I address the Labor Law drafted under the Occupation and its effect on women’s economic (in)equality. I conclude

\(^1\) DOUGLAS MACARTHUR, REMINISCENCES 294 (1964). As Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers (SCAP), General MacArthur was the head of the “Occupation” in post-WWII Japan. An “occupation,” as defined by the American Heritage Dictionary, is “the military government controlling an occupied nation or territory.” Occupation, AM. HERITAGE DICTIONARY (3d ed. 1997).

\(^2\) Enfranchise, AM. HERITAGE DICTIONARY.

by addressing the future through the lens of the 200th anniversary of the Nineteenth Amendment.

I do not address in this paper the criticisms directed against the women’s emancipation policy, be they at the time of the Occupation (“experts” expressing the view that “Japanese women were too steeped in the tradition of subservience to their husbands to act with any degree of political independence”⁴) or today’s implied charges of “imperial feminism.” I further do not speculate whether, “but for” the Occupation, women in Post-World War II Japan would have obtained suffrage, the elimination of “enslavement,” and equal rights in their constitution. However, in an interview in 1964, women’s rights pioneer Ichikawa Fusae opined that without (1) the defeat of Japan and (2) the Occupation, Japanese women would not have gained constitutional rights as quickly.⁵

I write this paper as a veteran of years of U.S. military service as a military lawyer (JAG), culminating in the rank of colonel. Now retired, my opinions are my own. My education, from women’s studies to war college, excluded any mention of General MacArthur’s “women’s emancipation policy.” My experiences, to include military service in FARC-era Colombia (where, had the government of Colombia not discriminated against women, Colombia arguably would not have suffered war to the extent it did⁶), have led me to question why the history of the Post-WWII “women’s emancipation policy” in Japan is unknown and untaught in military, peace, legal, history, and gender studies. The absence of this history has impoverished our ability, as stated by a former U.S. president and Nobel Peace Prize winner, to grapple with “the most serious, pervasive, and ignored violation of basic human rights”—discrimination and violence against women and girls.⁷ I write to illuminate our ability to address discrimination and violence against women and girls.

---

⁴. MacArthur, supra note 1, at 305.
II. ORDERS

In late August 1945, the night before flying from Bataan to Japan to start the Occupation (before the formal surrender ceremony of September 2, 1945, on the USS Missouri in Tokyo Bay), General MacArthur, on his front porch, “outlined his policy in Japan”; a policy that explicitly included “allow women to vote.”8

A little over a month later, on October 3, 1945, General MacArthur “expressed” to Japan’s Prime Minister: “In the achievement of the Potsdam Declaration, the traditional social order under which the Japanese people for centuries have been subjugated will be corrected.”9 General MacArthur continued: “In the implementation of these requirements and to accomplish the purposes thereby intended, I expect you to institute the following reforms in the social order of Japan as rapidly as they can be assimilated.”10 MacArthur’s first demand: “The emancipation of the women of Japan through their enfranchisement—that, being members of the body politic, they may bring to Japan a new concept of government directly subservient to the well being of the home.”11

One potential effect: By January 1, 1946, Emperor Hirohito issued an Imperial Rescript requiring “government by members of all classes of people, equality of opportunity, and equity and justice to be the yardstick of action instead of tradition.”12

To understand why a sexagenarian male military leader (General MacArthur 1880–1964) demanded the emancipation of women, we must first understand that military members seek to fulfill the lawful orders they are given. The orders to the Occupation of Post-WWII Japan required the Occupation, in addition to eliminating militarism, to promote democracy.

9. Press Release [on meeting between Prime Minister Baron Shidehara and General MacArthur], at 1 (Oct. 3, 1945) (MacArthur Memorial Archives) [hereinafter Meeting between Prime Minister Shidehara and General MacArthur].
10. Id. See also MACARTHUR, supra note 1, at 294.
11. Id. See also MACARTHUR, supra note 1, at 294; General Headquarters, Supreme Commander for The Allied Powers, Allied Translator and Interpreter Section, Press Translations, No. 514, Political Series: 119, Item 3, Present Day Government Politics - Tokyo Shimbun - 24 Dec 45. Translator S. Ono, DARTMOUTH C. LIBR., https://collections.dartmouth.edu/teitexts/Press_Translations_Japanese/diplomatic/political-0514-diplomatic.html [https://perma.cc/66P6-3BHv] (“According to Supreme Headquarters’ directive, issued shortly after its formation, the current Cabinet was ordered to accomplish the following . . . (1) liberation of the Japanese women through women’s suffrage.”)
(In addressing whether a military could impose democracy, General MacArthur stated: "Pure democracy is inherently a spiritual quality which voluntarily must spring from the determined will of the people. It thus, if it is to become firmly rooted, may not be imposed upon a people by force, trickery or coercion."

Two instruments comprised the orders: (1) the July 26, 1945 Potsdam Declaration and (2) the September 21, 1945 U.S. Initial Post-Surrender Policy (Policy).

The Potsdam Declaration demanded: "The Japanese Government shall remove all obstacles to the revival and strengthening of democratic tendencies among the Japanese people . . . respect for the fundamental human rights shall be established."  

The Policy laid out the ultimate objectives for the Occupation stating that "the ultimate objectives of the United States in regard to Japan, to which policies in the initial period must conform are":

(a) To insure that Japan will not again become a menace to the United States or to the peace and security of the world.

(b) To bring about the eventual establishment of a peaceful and responsible government which will respect the rights of other states and will support the objectives of the United States as reflected in the ideals and principles of the Charter of the United Nations. The United States desires that this government should conform as closely as may be to principles of democratic self-government but it is not the responsibility of the Allied Powers to impose upon Japan any form of government not supported by the freely expressed will of the people.

To achieve the ultimate objectives, the Policy required, in addition to disarming and demilitarizing Japan, that the Occupation "encourage" the Japanese people "to develop a desire for individual liberties and respect for fundamental human rights" and "to form democratic and representative organizations." The Policy charged the Occupation to "reform" and "progressively influence" the legal system "to protect
individual liberties and civil rights.” The Policy mandated: “Laws, decrees and regulations which establish discriminations on grounds of race, nationality, creed or political opinion shall be abrogated; those which conflict with the objectives and policies outlined in this document shall be repealed, suspended or amended as required.”

What the Policy did not mandate was abrogating, repealing, suspending, or amending laws, decrees, and regulations that established discrimination on grounds of sex and gender. Nor did the military regulation of FM 27-5, the United States Army and Navy Manual of Military Government and Civil Affairs (Manual). Instead, the Manual, in addressing discriminatory laws, stated: “Laws which discriminate on the basis of race, color, creed or political opinions should be annulled as the situation permits. However, the practice of such customs or observance of such traditions as do not outrage civilized concepts may be permitted.” Whether and to what extent the Occupation would view discrimination against women as permissible or as an “outrage” is best viewed through the Occupation’s actions and inactions.

III. PATRIARCHY ANALYSIS

Occupationaire Carmen Johnson, a Women’s Affair Officer from 1947 to 1951 in the Shikoku Military Government Region and a member of the Women’s Army Corps during WWII, asked, “What – if anything – was to be done about:

• subordination of the individual;
• the traditional concept that women are inferior to men;
• hierarchy that put people into positions as inferior, equal or superior in comparison with others;
• filial piety that taught duty and obedience to parents and ancestors, and for wives, to mothers-in-law in particular, the family system;
• the complex categories into which fell in or obligations; and decision-making.

19. Id. at Part III (3).
20. Id.
22. Id. at 12, para 9(n).
Translated into everyday life, this included being “handicapped by an education inferior to that of men; limited by social pressures to modest behavior; paid inadequate salaries less than to men; ill-equipped or lacking in administrative training and experience; circumscribed by culture and tradition reaching back thousands of years.” Over a half-century after the Occupation, the UN Security Council, in UNSCR 1325, advocated for post-conflict “measures that ensure the protection and respect for human rights of women and girls, particularly as they relate to the constitution, the electoral system, the police, and the judiciary.” Whether the Occupation of Post-World War II Japan in 1945, not the Swedish government in 2014, had the world’s first “feminist foreign policy.” I leave for others to re-evaluate.

For the first years of the Occupation, SCAP issued monthly reports on the Occupation. These SCAP reports reflected the Occupation’s understanding of Japan as well as provided insight into what SCAP found to be important. Important included women. SCAP reports had a section titled “Women.”

The first SCAP report, the report of September–October 1945 (the beginning of the Occupation), addressed the Occupation’s understanding of the historical status of women in Japan, stating: “From time immemorial the great mass of Japanese women has been restricted both by custom and legislation from any form of activity which would make them appear as equal of men.” At least one member of the Occupation contended: “There is no reason to believe that the cake of custom is so hard that it cannot be broken.” Whether the Occupation could, and would, break the restrictions by legislation would remain to be seen.

The report of September–October 1945 asserted that the Occupation had taken the steps of compiling “a list of laws restricting the rights of women”; giving “nationally known women leaders” the opportunity to appear on the radio; and advising officers of women’s organizations “on methods of organization.” Barbara Molony maintains that “soon after MacArthur arrived in Japan, Kato Ishimoto Shidzue was summoned to the Occupation Headquarters to advise the Americans about policies on

24. Id.
25. S.C. Res. 1325, para 8(c) (Oct. 31, 2000).
women and family reform.”

Helen Hopper explains that, in the first month of the Occupation (September 1945), the Occupation asked Shidzue what Japanese women wanted. Hopper then reports that Shidzue replied “broadly that they would want to see their rights as human beings assured.” Molony also maintains “as early as 1945,” Occupationaire Lieutenant Ethel Weed “had called together a number of leading feminists, including Kato, Ichikawa Fusae, Miyamoto Yuriko, and Yamakawa Kikue.”

Lieutenant Weed was the Women’s Information Officer in the Women’s Affair Branch of the Civil Information and Education Section (CIE) of General MacArthur’s Headquarters. Her job: “To formulate policy in areas affecting Japanese women and to develop ‘programs for the dissemination of information pertinent to the reorientation and democratization of Japanese women in political, economic and social fields.’”

By December 1945, the SCAP report stated: “Women are beginning to discuss the feudalistic family system and the need for removal of legal discrimination against them.” The Occupation recognized the relationship between Japan’s “house” system and the emancipation of women. (It is unclear the detail of knowledge of the “house” system that General MacArthur had when he stated that the emancipation of women was to bring to Japan a “government directly subservient to the well being of the home.”) The “house” system was a system in which immediate and extended family members, regardless of whether they lived together or not, pledged unconditional allegiance to the “head of house” in exchange for protection and financial support:

- The “head” had “absolute authority over family members.”

---

31. Id.
33. HOPPER, supra note 30, at 161.
34. Id.
35. SUPREME COMMANDER FOR THE ALLIED POWERS, GENERAL HEADQUARTERS, SUMMATION OF NON-MILITARY ACTIVITIES IN JAPAN AND KOREA, DECEMBER 1945 at 174, para 30 [hereinafter SUMMATION DECEMBER 1945].
36. MACARTHUR, supra note 1, at 294; Meeting between Prime Minister Shidehara and General MacArthur, supra note 9.
38. Id.
• The “head” owned the “family property” (with the concurrent duty to “support needy members” of the house, as long as they were members of the house).39
• If a family member did not submit to the “head,” the “head” had the power to expel the non-submitting member from the house.40
• The duty of support extinguished as soon as an individual was no longer a member of the house—be it by divorce, death, or expulsion—with dire results, to include homelessness and starvation.41

The Civil Code of 1898 may have created the “house” system for all of Japan.42 Alfred Oppler, the Occupationaire in charge of the Legal Affairs Section during the drafting of the Civil Code, acknowledged: “Closely connected with this hierarchal set-up was the inferior role of women in Japanese society.”43

It appears during the Occupation, belief existed in the need to eradicate patriarchy:

• “SCAP seeks to eradicate a patriarchal system which has served to stifle liberalism and democracy, locally and nationally.”44 (Occupationaire W.I. Ladejinsky)
• “[T]he failure to achieve true democracy in Japan can be traced to this old feudalistic family system. Democracy will never become a reality, under a family system in which the rights and freedom of every member are not fully recognized.”45 (Sunday Mainchi Magazine)
• “It is hardly necessary to say that the family is the unit and basis of all social relations. Unless it is democratized . . . one

40. Id. at 317.
41. Id. at 317–18.
42. TAKEKARU, supra note 37, at 27.
43. Oppler, supra note 39, at 317.
can never hope for the democratization of any social relationships, whatsoever, be it the educational system, labor relations, economics or government.”46 (Japanese Legal Scholar Sakae Wagatsuma)47

IV. SUFFRAGE

Women’s suffrage, and demand for women’s suffrage, existed in Japan before the Occupation. Marnie Anderson and Nancy Diggs Brown contend that, in 1880, some Japanese women did hold the right to vote at the local level, and others fought for women’s suffrage.48 Sally Ann Hastings, writing about the suffrage movement in Japan, states: “Even before the order from SCAP arrived, the Shidehara cabinet had already approved a decision to enfranchise women.”49 Hastings asserts that, on August 25, 1945, “Ichikawa Fusae, Yamataka Shigeri, and other women leaders of the pre-war suffrage movement formed a Women’s Committee on Postwar Policy.”50 According to Dee Ann Vavich, in the last days of August 1945, after “a very cool reception” from the Prime Minister, Ichikawa Fusae appealed to the newly forming Liberal party and returned with a promise that it would include women’s suffrage in its platform.51 Hastings further asserts that at a meeting on September 24, 1945, “members of the Women’s Committee passed a resolution addressed to the political parties demanding voting rights and political equality before the law.”52 According to Helen Hopper, during the September 1945 meeting at the Occupation Headquarters with Shidzue about women’s rights, the Occupationaires “expressed astonishment over the extent to which Japanese women had already made democratic demands and the fact that these women were not ‘in the dark’ about civil rights.”53

47. Japan May Need a Sakae Wagatsuma-like Scholar to Help Hold Abe to Account, MAINCHI (Jun. 29, 2019), https://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20170629/p2a/00m/0na/008000c [https://perma.cc/X4FC-FH3L].
50. Id.
51. Vavich, supra note 5, at 53.
53. HOPPER, supra note 30, at 158.
While General MacArthur issued his expectation on October 3, 1945, for women not to be denied suffrage, it was not until November 26, 1945, that the Diet convened for 18 days, principally to address the passage of a bill revising the law for the election of members to the House of Representatives (the Ministry of Home Affairs “Bill for Revision of Law for the Election of the Members of the House of Representatives”). However, as late as November 30, 1945, at least one [male] member of the House of Peers asked: “I understand that the Women’s Suffrage Law is ordered by the Supreme Commander, and if so, the Diet cannot disapprove of it on the ground it is premature?” One of his fellow [male] Peers responded: “The Women’s Suffrage Law is not demanded formally by the Supreme Commander, but is only a wish expressed by him. The Government, with the point of view that it would be right for the Government itself to bring about such a desired matter, has proposed the bill.” The proposed bill became the Election Law of December 17, 1945, which, *inter alia*, introduced a new voting system and no longer excluded women’s suffrage.

Within days after ending the exclusion against women, women’s political power increased. By December 29, 1945, a newspaper reported a push for a women’s cabinet to govern Japan, with the author stating: “There are many women who are amply qualified for cabinet members.” The article addressed how, when a family becomes bankrupt, that “it is not rare in Japan that . . . the master retires to be replaced by the mistress, who, by virtue of her efforts, restores the family to its former prosperity.” After providing ten names of women qualified to be cabinet members, the author questioned, given that Japanese men were no longer subject to military conscription due to Japan’s loss of the war, whether it
was “unreasonable to think the loss of responsibility means the loss of
governing power?” The article’s author contended: “Unfortunately I
have not heard of one instance in which men apologized to women,
expressing their sorrow for having caused them great hardships.”
The author further opined: “Men should reflect on their own failure . . . and
should retire from leadership. They should help organize a women’s
cabinet and endeavour to co-operate with women.”

The question raged whether women were prepared to vote. In
December 1945, the SCAP report stated: “The Progressive and Liberal
Parties contend that the majority of women are not yet prepared to use the
ballot and they predict a light vote. The Socialist and Communist Parties
have taken a more encouraging view and have inaugurated extensive
educational programs.”

The announcement of women’s suffrage changed the political
landscape. Most of the major Japanese political parties had female
candidates. The Japan Women’s Party formed “the first such political
organization in Japan’s history.” Two thousand women attended “[a]rally of all women’s organizations . . . in Tokyo [where] [a]ll political
parties explained their platforms.” These platforms called for the
“emancipation and equality of women.”

On January 12, 1946, SCAP directed the Japanese government, via
SCAPIN 584, to hold its first general elections no earlier than March 15,
1946. The election was then “postponed” from March 31, 1946, to April
10, 1946, “to give the reorganized Japanese Home Ministry more time to
‘screen’ prospective candidates [running for office—candidates who may
have been ineligible for various reasons under purge rules].” As early as
December 1945, the SCAP report opined that “[p]ostponement of the
election will give women more time to develop their plans.” Thus a
reason for the postponement might have also been to provide a greater
opportunity for women to run for office, to empower women to vote, and
for women to be elected. Historian Mary Beard recommended, in a 13-

61. Id.
62. Id.
63. Id.
64. SUMMATION DECEMBER 1945, supra note 35, at 176, para 46.
65. POLICY AND PROGRESS, supra note 12, at 22.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Encouragement of Women’s and Youth’s Organizations, in SUMMATION DECEMBER 1945,
supra note 35, at 176, para 43.
69. Id. at App. 27.
70. Id. at 20.
71. SUMMATION DECEMBER 1945, supra note 35, at 176, para 46.
The election occurred “only seven months and seven days after the surrender.” General Whitney, the head of SCAP’s Government Section, observed: “There was wide criticism in Allied capitals of MacArthur’s decision to hold a general election so soon. But these critics obviously did not realize that most of the legislators with whom MacArthur would have to deal had been practically hand-picked at the height of . . . powers in 1942.” And thus, “[t]he earliest possible date for a general election was therefore all-important.”

A concern was whether women would be able to have time to vote. The war had devastated Japan. Jesse Steiner noted, in addition to “the scarcity of food and the widespread lack of employment,” that “[e]xtensive areas of the large cities were in ruins, many people still lived in air raid shelters, railway stations, and makeshift houses lacking even the elementary facilities for family life.” In addition to time constraints due to lack of food, employment, and housing; other issues also were feared to prevent women from voting. One writer to a Japanese newspaper stated: “The woman who is busy with the everyday affairs of life, despite the fact that she is interested in the election, will be inclined to abstain from voting because of the distance of the polling place or the complicated formalities of voting.” The writer’s proposed solution: “To prevent this, I want to advocate a new measure. That is, a voting box, which is locked like a money savings box, [which] would be taken from house to house by a member of the Neighborhood Association and every woman could ...
put her vote into the box.”79 It does not appear that Japan instituted the idea.

Female candidates came from all backgrounds and ideologies. A sampling of candidates and their platforms included:

- Nishimoro Moto, a principal of the Makibi Girls’ High School, who contended: “Female education is vital in order to improve women’s status . . . I think it is owing to American women’s fairness that measures for improving Japanese women’s status after defeat has been taken by the United States.”80

- Miyai Asaka, a leader of the Kagawa Local Committee of the Communist Party with prior employment as a maid, who advocated: “The extreme corruption of Japan is due to the existence of capitalists and landowners, who are sabotaging production. In order to establish the liberty of a new Japan, it is urgent to solve our problems rapidly by promoting labor unions, and overthrowing the local agricultural administration.”81

- Tsuchiya Naraye, an official on the regular staff of the Osaka Boys’ Court and the Osaka Local Court, who opined: “Since we have been given suffrage, it is the only way to solve our problem and to discharge our duty, isn’t it? It is time for Japanese women to test their capacity by entering current politics. I will try to use women’s power to maintain peace.”82

The platforms of women candidates included: “connect[ing] daily life directly with policies”; “birth control”; “making rural women free”; “doing away with the system and tradition whereby women are treated only as trifles”; “stamp[ing] out tuberculosis”; “better conditions for women teachers”; “improv[ing] the deplorable conditions of Japanese wives and mothers”; “improvements in women’s education, the raising of

[79] Id.
[81] Id.
[82] Id.
the standard of culture and assistance for families of deceased soldiers”;
and “appeal[ing] on behalf of women’s difficulties in daily life.”

Between the time that the suffrage bill passed and the first election
in which women voted, two other changes occurred—the abolition of
lawful enslavement of women and the drafting of the Constitution.

V. ENSLAVEMENT

In January 1946, General MacArthur, via directive SCAPIN 642,
“Abolition of Licensed Prostitution in Japan,” directed “the Japanese
Government to abrogate all laws or ordinances permitting licensed
prostitution and nullify all contracts that have the object of committing
women to prostitution”; that is, the “annulment of laws which permitted
the enslavement for legal prostitution of thousands of Japanese women.”

La Cerda, a U.S. journalist, reported that General MacArthur “acted . . .
under that part of the Potsdam Declaration guaranteeing respect for
fundamental rights.”86 Oppler explained that “licensed prostitution, with
its Japanese by-product of involuntary servitude by women who bound
themselves to serve for a fixed period, was abolished as inconsistent with
the principle of equality of the sexes and individual liberty and dignity.”

Such enslavement, as described by the February 18, 1946, SCAP press
release, was the “‘sale’ of daughters, frequently against the girls’
wishes.”88 Licensed prostitution was considered “a relic of a feudalistic
system of slavery, unsuitable for a new democratic Japan.”89 It was
anticipated that “more than 10,000 licensed prostitutes throughout the
country will be set free.”90

---

84. SUPREME COMMANDER OF THE ALLIED POWERS, GENERAL HEADQUARTERS, CATALOG OF SCAP DIRECTIVES Vol 1, 90 (1952)[hereinafter SCAP DIRECTIVES CATALOG].
86. JOHN LA CERDA, CONQUEROR COMES TO TEA: JAPAN UNDER MACARTHUR 61 (1946).
87. Oppler, supra note 39, at 296.
88. Ending of Legalized Prostitution Commemorated, supra note 85.
90. Id.
The Women’s Christian Temperance Union (W.C.T.U.) of Japan had been working to abolish the practice of selling women and girls into prostitution since 1886.91 Mrs. Shimada Kiyo, Chief of the Women’s Department of the Labor Union, in addressing licensed prostitution, opined: “I think the existing fact, that the men are treating the women as mere playthings by having licensed quarters as social establishments proves that they should naturally be abolished without the directive of MacArthur’s Headquarters.”92

In Japan, according to one Japanese lawyer, “licensed prostitution . . . was a prime source of revenue for local governments.”93 One Japanese newspaper stated: “The existence of [licensed prostitution] houses supported by the Government and protected by the police . . . is the reason . . . for the slave-like position of Japanese women.”94 (The newspaper further opined that licensed prostitution “seems degrading to the Americans.”)95 Licensed prostitution exists today in the U.S. Nevada law states, “It is unlawful for any person to engage in prostitution . . . except in a licensed house of prostitution”).96

While licensed prostitution enriched the government, involuntary servitude, be it in or outside of prostitution, appeared to enrich fathers. Occupation lawyer, Justin Williams Sr., recounts being informed that “sometimes a young girl was sold to a ‘guardian’ but that it was more common for her to become security for a loan made to her father.”97 Mrs. Shimada Kiyo, Chief of the Women’s Department of the Labor Union, asked: “Are the women guilty? They are not, I dare say. Did women willingly enter into such a life? They fell into the miserable situation on account of this system which was created by men.”98 The Chief of the Women’s Department of the Labor Union urged: “[W]e must call for grave reflection by the families which want to make a living at the price of their dear daughters and to reed out such evils committed by the

91. Ending of Legalized Prostitution Commemorated, supra note 85.
92. Press Translations, No. 1177, supra note 89.
95. Id.
96. See NEV. REV. STAT. § 201.354 (2019).
97. WILLIAMS, supra note 93, at 10.
98. Press Translations, No. 1177, supra note 89.
woman’s weakness to sacrifice herself.”99 A result of the end of involuntary servitude would be, as journalist La Cerda maintained, that “[n]o longer need the girls spend their lifetimes trying to repay that debt.”100

One by-product of the end of selling girls and women into slavery, according to Occupation lawyer Oppler, was the rise of the 1948 Habeas Corpus Act.101 Oppler contended: “In a country where involuntary servitude of women and children had been almost customary, the need for protection from physical restraint was undeniable.”102 Occupationaire Williams observed: “When a girl saw fit to rebel against what some regarded as a form of slavery, the court always held in her favor.” However, for an individual held in bondage to be able to access the courts would have required the ability to access the courts. As Williams acknowledged, “Such cases were rare.”103

The next question was what was next for freed women. Miss Yamamuro Tamiko, the Director of the Welfare Bureau of the Japan Christian Brotherhood, addressed the need to “establish . . . a women’s home, where these girls can rest their exhausted bodies and souls as a shelter until they start a new life, an inquiry office for giving these girls a chance to find a decent job, and an organization to give them vocational guidance.”104 Mrs. Shimada Kiyo, Chief of the Women’s Department of the Labor Union, urged: “We women want eagerly to emancipate these pitiful girls into a free world as soon as possible. We must give a warm welcome to those girls who have regained their freedom, give them a decent job, and lead them into a home-life upon their recovery from both mental and physical exhaustion or give them a stabilized livelihood.”105 To ensure employment of “freed” former licensed prostitutes, the Labor Division of one prefectural government recommended transforming
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brothels into hotels, with hotel jobs.\textsuperscript{106} In contrast, the Metropolitan Police maintained that “so long as the present social situation remains unimproved,” licensed prostitution would simply convert itself into private prostitution.\textsuperscript{107} Miss Yamamuro Tamiko, the Director of the Welfare Bureau of the Japan Christian Brotherhood, opined: “As for the problems of private prostitutes it depends more on the self-respect of men than on that of women.”\textsuperscript{108}

The Metropolitan Police planned to address the conversion through “limit[ing] the place of business for these private prostitutes to 5 districts . . . so as to put them under control.”\textsuperscript{109} The Director of the Welfare Bureau of the Japan Christian Brotherhood decried that the “men who transmit the diseases from woman to woman are not the objects of control.”\textsuperscript{110} That is, police did not “control” men who were guilty of “spreading of venereal diseases.”\textsuperscript{111} Police used the power to “control” women through charges of prostitution to harass, shame, and detain women. The U.S. military police (with Japanese police) would arrest women on the pretense of being “streetwalkers” (prostitutes), take them to police stations, and then test them for VD (venereal disease). Christopher Aldous and Akihito Suzuki provide an example of “650–750 innocent girls and women subjected to the humiliation of being displayed to the public as prostitutes, while being taken to the police station in the MP open jeep” and “further humiliated by being subjected to an exam for VD.”\textsuperscript{112} These women-harassing police sweeps went so far as to detain a female Diet member.\textsuperscript{113}

The outlawing of selling women and girls into prostitution did not make prostitution itself illegal. Japan did not make prostitution illegal until 1956, five years after the end of the Occupation. A film, Kenji Mizoguchi’s Street of Shame (“the heartbreaking tale of a brothel full of women whose dreams are constantly shattered by their socioeconomic
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realities”114), may have brought the change. One recent description of the film contends, “[W]hen an anti-prostitution law was passed in Japan a few months after its release, some said the film had been a catalyst.”115

VI. CONSTITUTION

During the Occupation, a revised Constitution for Japan was drafted and adopted.116 As a result, Japan’s Constitution not only guarantees women’s suffrage (“Universal adult suffrage is guaranteed with regard to the election of public officials”—Article 15 of the Constitution of Japan), but, unlike the U.S., Japan’s Constitution provides women’s rights beyond suffrage. Going beyond the Nineteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, the Japanese constitutional reform resulted in articles of equal rights:

- **Article 14** of the Constitution of Japan states: “All of the people are equal under the law and there shall be no discrimination in political, economic or social relations because of race, creed, sex, social status or family origin.”117

- **Article 24** of the Constitution of Japan states: “With regard to choice of spouse, property rights, inheritance, choice of domicile, divorce and other matters pertaining to marriage and the family, laws shall be enacted from the standpoint of individual dignity and the essential equality of the sexes.” 118

In addition, the Constitution of Japan provides:

- “All of the people shall be respected as individuals.” (Article 13)
- “Marriage shall be based only on the mutual consent of both sexes and it shall be maintained through mutual cooperation
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with the equal rights of husband and wife as a basis.” (Article 24)

- “All people shall have the right to receive an equal education correspondent to their ability, as provided by law. All people shall be obligated to have all boys and girls under their protection receive ordinary education as provided for by law. Such compulsory education shall be free.” (Article 26)

On October 4, 1945, General MacArthur ordered Prince Knoye to:

- liberalize [the] Constitution;
- extend suffrage to women;
- have an election; and
- clear militarists out of control.119

When the prince protested that he did not have authority to do enact the changes ordered by General MacArthur, General MacArthur replied: “The entire government lives by my sufferance. I shall authorize all these changes—get busy.”120

To reinforce his demand for a liberalized constitution for Japan, on October 11, 1945, General MacArthur, in his meeting with Prime Minister Shidehara, “pointedly advised that the reforms which Japan must take ‘will unquestionably involve a liberalization of the Constitution.’”121 General MacArthur also “pointedly advised” the Japanese Minister that “[t]hese reforms are so fundamental in character that they cannot be effected by statutory legislation alone but necessitate inclusion in the Constitution in order to ensure their permanency.”122

When the Japanese government in January 1946, in response to General MacArthur’s demand for a liberalized constitution, produced a “rewording of the old Meiji constitution,”123 the press ridiculed it.124 One of the female Occupationaires maintained that “ordinary, everyday people – even as they were struggling for survival – were more willing than political and academic elites to discard the Meiji constitution and start
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afresh." As a result of the inability of the Japanese government to draft a constitution that met General MacArthur’s expectations, MacArthur decided to have the Government Section of SCAP draft a constitution. On February 3, 1946, General MacArthur ordered General Whitney, the head of the Government Section, to have the Government Section draft a model constitution. The deadline: February 12, 1946. General MacArthur’s need for speed may be explained by the desire to have a constitution drafted before the Far East Commission had its meeting the end of February, to protect the emperor from being declared a war criminal. The content of the notes that MacArthur provided for guidance included:

1) safeguard of a dynastic but symbolic emperor representative of the people;
2) renunciation of war; and
3) dismantling of the feudal system.

On February 4, 1946, General Whitney sat down with his team to begin the process of drafting a new constitution. The team had nine days. The writing of the Constitution was in secret. The sole woman on the Government Section charged with writing the Constitution was Beate Sirota. A 22-year-old graduate of Mills College, Sirota had grown up in Japan and did not become a U.S. citizen until 1945. Sirota, to aid her in drafting her sections, raced around a decimated Tokyo to find and examine constitutions from around the world.

One of Sirota’s constitutional drafting responsibilities was drafting a section on women’s rights. Sirota sought to draft the “changes that would
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most benefit Japanese women.” She drafted provisions that included “equality in regard to property rights, inheritance, education, and employment; suffrage; public assistance for expectant and nursing mothers as needed (whether married or not); free hospital care; and marriage with a man of her choice.” Sirota’s draft provisions included the “rights of expecting and nursing mothers and full medical, dental, and optical treatment for school-age children.” For example, a first draft stated: “Expectant and nursing mothers shall have the protection of the State, and such public assistance as they may need, whether married or not.” A first draft also stated: “Women shall have the right of access to all professions and occupations, including the right to hold office, and shall receive the same compensation as men for equal work.”

Sirota’s draft women’s rights provisions engendered fierce exchanges regarding the goals of the Constitution. Sirota’s two immediate [male] co-workers, Lieutenant Colonel Roest and Dr. Wildes, fiercely defended her provisions. Lieutenant Colonel Roest claimed: “[It is] peculiarly necessary to include them [women’s rights social guarantees] here that since state responsibility for the welfare of its people is a new concept for Japan and demands constitutional approval to encourage its widespread acceptance, at present women are chattel here . . . and any peasant can sell his daughter if the rice crop is bad.” Dr. Wildes went even further arguing: “We have the responsibility to effect a social revolution in Japan, and the most expedient way of doing that is to force through a reversal of social patterns by means of the constitution.”

Yet, in overriding these concerns and in justifying excluding women’s social guarantees, other males pushed back. Lieutenant Colonel Rowell maintained: “It isn’t the Government Section’s job to establish a perfect system of guarantees. If we push hard for things like this, we could well encounter strong opposition. In fact, I think there is a danger the Japanese government might well reject our draft entirely.”
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While individuals with more power in the drafting of the Constitution feared pushing for women’s rights, they had no hesitancy to use their power to force the Japanese government to accept the Constitution written by the Occupationaires. General Whitney, when he ordered the drafting of the Constitution by the Government Section on February 4, 1946, told the drafters that if the Japanese government “hope to protect the Emperor and to maintain political power, they have no choice but to accept a constitution with a progressive approach, namely the fruits of our current efforts.”\(^{144}\) He continued: “I expect we’ll manage to persuade them. But if it looks as though it might prove impossible, General MacArthur has already authorized both the threat of force and the actual use of force.”\(^{145}\)

Sirota’s male bosses, before submitting the draft constitution to the Japanese government on February 13, 1946,\(^ {146}\) stripped the draft Constitution of many of the rights for women that Sirota had written into the draft Constitution. In her testimony to the U.S. Congress decades later, she testified: “Col[onel] Kades (head of the Steering Committee) said: ‘Beate, you have given women more rights than there are in the U.S. Constitution!’”\(^ {147}\) Her response? “I said: ‘That’s not difficult, since the U.S. Constitution does not even mention the word woman.’”\(^ {148}\)

Some of the U.S. males involved in the drafting of the Constitution believed that women’s rights social guarantees “were not appropriate for a constitution, but belonged in the Civil Code which the Japanese would write later.”\(^ {149}\) Such beliefs ignored the reality that “social guarantees [were] common in the constitutions of many European countries.”\(^ {150}\) The holders of these beliefs further ignored and failed to heed Sirota’s insight and forecast that “the bureaucrats who would be assigned to write those statutes for the Civil Code would . . . be so conservative that they could not be relied upon to extend adequate rights to women” and that the “only safeguard was to specify these rights in the Constitution.”\(^ {151}\)

The Occupation then forwarded its draft Constitution to the Japanese government. On March 4–5, 1946, the MacArthur and the Japanese teams

---
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engaged in a marathon negotiating session. During the negotiations, Sirota appeared in the role of interpreter as the negotiators went “over the draft word by word.”

Sirota recounts, after 16 hours, it was “2 a.m. the next morning [and] everybody was hungry and tired.” She further recounts that “Col[onel] Kades . . . noticed that the Japanese officials were very kindly inclined toward me . . . because I was a very fast interpreter.”

At 2 a.m. on March 5, 1946, the negotiations on women’s rights began. The negotiators were all men, not women. Sirota states: “What I remember about the discussion on women’s rights is that the Japanese didn’t want any of them.” Sirota recalls that “it became an unbelievable fight about women’s rights—they felt that none of it should be in the Constitution; that it was against Japanese culture, against Japanese history, against Japanese customs.” Sirota further recalls that “when they said all this, Col[onel] Kades said: ‘Gentlemen, Miss Sirota has been in Japan a long time, she knows the Japanese women very well, and she has her heart set on the women’s rights. Why don’t we pass them?’ And they did.”

What Colonel Kades did not disclose to the Japanese negotiators was that Beate Sirota was the author of the women’s rights provisions. Thus, to the Japanese it appeared Sirota was “merely an interpreter, since her U.S. counterpart had kept secret [her] involvement in the writing of the draft.”

The draft Constitution, after the negotiations, then went to the Japanese Diet for debate. When the Japanese government’s draft, based on MacArthur’s draft (the draft finalized by the Government Section on February 13, 1946), was presented to the National Diet, Japanese female legislators of the lower house offered an amendment that was almost the same as the original draft written by Sirota. Koseki Shōichi writes that just like “on the American side, their amendment was ignored by their
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male colleagues in the Diet.” However, Koseki Shōichi maintains that free elementary education (Article 26) was made stronger through the Diet debates than it had been in either the U.S. or the Japanese government drafts.

One example to examine is the draft section on the family. Dale Hellegers contends that the MacArthur Draft states, with regard to the family:

The family is the basis of human society and its traditions for good or evil permeate the nation. Marriage shall rest upon the indisputable legal and social equality of both sexes, founded upon mutual consent instead of parental coercion, and maintained through cooperation instead of male domination. Laws contrary to these principles shall be abolished and replaced by others viewing choice of spouse, property rights, inheritance, choice of domicile, divorce, and other matters pertaining to marriage and the family from the standpoint of individual dignity and the essential equality of the sexes.

The Japanese draft countered with a section on the family system worded as: “Marriage shall be based only on the mutual consent of both sexes. Moreover, it shall be maintained through mutual cooperation, with the equal rights of husband and wife as a basis.” Today’s Article 24 of the Constitution of Japan states: “Marriage shall be based only on the mutual consent of both sexes and it shall be maintained through mutual cooperation with the equal rights of husband and wife as a basis.” And today’s Article 24 states: “With regard to choice of spouse, property rights, inheritance, choice of domicile, divorce and other matters pertaining to marriage and the family, laws shall be enacted from the standpoint of individual dignity and the essential equality of the sexes.”

Once written, the Constitution came into effect in less than two years after the beginning of the Occupation. The sequence for the Constitution to come into existence was:

- August 24, 1946; House of Representatives adopts Constitution by a vote of 422:8.

---
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September 6, 1946; House of Peers adopts Constitution with “minor amendments” by a vote of 298:2.\textsuperscript{167} 
October 7, 1946; House of Representatives approves amended version of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{168} 
October 29, 1946; Privy Council approves Constitution.\textsuperscript{169} 
November 3, 1946 (Emperor Meiji’s Birthday); Constitution is promulgated.\textsuperscript{170} 
May 3, 1947; Constitution comes into effect.\textsuperscript{171}

The question remains what role a constitution performs in the structuring of national identity, beliefs, and actions. General MacArthur acknowledged that “the drafting of an acceptable constitution does not of itself establish democracy, which is a thing largely of the spirit,” but maintained that “it does provide the design for both structural and spiritual changes in the national life, without which so fundamental a reform would be utterly impossible.”\textsuperscript{172} Not all of General MacArthur’s subordinates understood what General MacArthur was trying to accomplish with an “acceptable constitution.” Lieutenant Colonel Rowell is quoted as stating: “You cannot impose a new mode of social thought on a country by law.”\textsuperscript{173}

VII. ELECTIONS

While the Japanese government, during the Occupation, ended a political system that prohibited women the rights to vote and to be elected, the political system sought to maintain power. The 1946 and 1947 elections provided for different balloting systems. These different systems provided different outcomes. Electing women is a potentially economically smarter vote. In the U.S., evidence suggests that electing women to office is more financially rewarding for the voter than electing men to office. A 2015 CRS report finds, “while controlling for numerous other factors including district-level characteristics, an empirical model
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demonstrates that women deliver approximately 9% more federal spending to their districts than men.”174

A. 7.1 Balloting System of 1946

The 1946 balloting system allowed the voter to vote for at least two individuals.175 As explained by a Japanese newspaper, the 1946 system “aims at . . . (1) prevention of a local man of influence from being elected, and election of a nationally known man by enlarging spheres of choice of electors” and “(2) prevention of monopolization of seats by the majority, and the opportunity for minority representation.”176 Or as another newspaper explained: “As the result of the adoption of a major electorate system, traditional constituencies have been broken up, increasing the possibilities of new men’s success.”177 A SCAP election analysis opined that the 1946 voting system “contributed largely to the success of independents and small party candidates,” preventing the larger parties from “captur[ing] more than their fair share of seats,” with at least one independent candidate elected in 43 of the 46 prefectures, “a phenomenon that has never before appeared in Japan’s political history.”178

The 1946 balloting system was positive for women. On April 10, 1946 (the first election with women’s suffrage), voters elected 38 women to the House of Representatives, a body of 466 members.179 At this time, the U.S. had 11 women in the House of Representatives, out of a body of 435.180

General Whitney reported that “nearly 50% of all women candidates were elected” as opposed to “only 15% of all men candidates.”181 A SCAP
analysis found “striking testimony of the independence with which the women went to the polls.” Of the women elected, six were Progressives, five were Liberals, eight were Socialists, one was Communist, eight were from small parties, and ten were independents.

Over 13 million Japanese women voted. On April 25, 1946, General MacArthur stated: “The uncertainty as to the trend of attitude of women to their new found freedom which characterized the Japanese press prior to election was dissipated when 66 percent of the eligible women cast their ballot.” In contrast, in the U.S., women made up 35–40 percent of the U.S. electorate on November 2, 1920.

Beate Sirota, when questioned whether she remembered the first general election in April 1946, replied: “I had never seen so many women in one place. I saw old women in their 80s, carrying their grandchildren on their backs, come in. I saw women very well-dressed, who were younger, who were coming to this with sort of awe.” U.S. journalist John La Cerda reported: “They carried their babies with them to the polls. In one Tokyo ward, five aged women were carried to the ballot stalls in stretchers.”

Japan adopted the balloting system for the 1946 elections at the urging of SCAP’s POLAD (political advisor), George Atcheson. Then, on March 27, 1947, Japan’s Election Law Committee, in a 16-14 decision after a brawl between members, eliminated the 1946 system.

---
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B. 7.2 Balloting System of 1947

The 1947 balloting system reduced the voter to being allowed to vote for only one candidate, even though the number of candidates to be elected in each electoral district varied from three to five, "making it impossible for voters to choose both a man and a woman." The 1947 balloting system, in contrast to the 1946 balloting system, aimed to "attract to the House of Councillors men, prominent in various professions, who can contribute their technical experience to the legislative process and would be essentially non-partisan in outlook."

It also appeared to eliminate those without financial means. The 1947 House of Councillors Election Law required a deposit of 5,000 yen, to be forfeited to the Japanese government, should the candidate not have received at least one-tenth of total votes. The stated purpose: "[T]o eliminate candidates who have no hope of being elected, in this way the voters should be less confused by a great number of candidates and the government’s expenses for the campaign will be smaller." Instead of reducing confusion, the ensuing confusion by the changes resulted in 10.37% of the ballots rejected in the 1947 House of Councillors election.

In 1947, under the new balloting system, the result was a more than 50% drop in women elected to the House of Representatives (from over 30 in 1946 to 15 in 1947). Further, under the new balloting system—in the first elections for women for the House of Councillors; prefectural assemblies; city assemblies; and town and village assemblies—women won only 10; 22; 94 (including 16 in Tokyo); and 677 seats, respectively. Women comprised 818 of the 232,864 officials elected to
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public office in April 1947, that is, 0.35% of all seats went to women while men garnered 99.65% of elected seats.

In addition to an altered balloting system, the 1947 elections also introduced another burden for potential voters—four elections within the space of one month:

- April 5 (elections for the local executives, mayors, and governors);
- April 20 (the first House of Councillors election);
- April 25 (elections for the House of Representatives); and
- April 30 (elections for members of prefectural and municipal assemblies).

The stated rationale for not holding the elections for the House of Representatives and the House of Councillors on the same day: the “heavy work involved in screening the purge questionnaire of the two Houses.”

Given that the House of Councillors election was not postponed for a mere five days (which would have resulted in the elections for the House of Councillors and the elections for the House of Representatives being held on the same day), the question arises whether the election machinery was interested in facilitating voting. The U.S. State Department opined that the lower turn-out of voters was due to: (1) calling voters to the polls four times in April 1947; (2) “lack of understanding of balloting system”; and (3) “belief that the upper house was not as important as the lower house.”

The U.S. State Department failed to address whether the “handicaps of the transportation difficulties” still existed. The U.S. State Department, in evaluating the 1947 elections, failed to conduct any analysis of whether the changed election law and multiple elections had a disparate effect on women. The lack of analysis by the U.S. State Department included failing to identify the number of women voting and the number of women elected.
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C. 7.3 Anti-Women Politician Smear Campaigns

The evaluation by the U.S. State Department of the elections in Japan also failed to address the use of political psychological violence against female politicians through smear campaigns. Campaigns to smear female politicians extended to at least one in-person campaign to General MacArthur. General MacArthur recounts a call from “an extremely dignified . . . Japanese legislative leader”; a male graduate of Harvard Law School:

- Male Legislative Leader: “I regret to say that something terrible has happened. A prostitute, Your Excellency, has been elected to the House of Representatives.”
- General MacArthur: “How many votes did she receive?”
- Male Legislative Leader: “256,000.”
- General MacArthur: “Then I should say there must have been more than her dubious occupation involved.”

The April 1946 election resulted in “hundreds of unknowns . . . elected to replace the old order of the Diet, 80% of which had been handpicked by Tojo during World War II.” Whether the Harvard Law School graduate male legislative leader making the personal appeal to General MacArthur was among those handpicked is unknown.

The campaigns to smear female politicians were not limited to personal appeals to General MacArthur. The media also conducted public smear campaigns against female politicians. La Cerda noted: “Shortly after the election of April 10, 1946 . . . a Tokyo suburban newspaper proclaimed to its readers that 30 of those women [elected] were former prostitutes and mistresses.” The response from the Occupation: “The WAC [Women’s Army Corps] censorship officer who saw the startling announcement after publication called in the editor and made him publish an apology and print extensive biographies of the women to prove he had lied!”

---
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The drafter of the women’s rights provisions of the Constitution, Beate Sirota, in arguing that the “only safeguard” for women’s rights “was to specify these rights in the constitution,” believed that “the bureaucrats who would be assigned to write those statutes for the Civil Code would . . . be so conservative that they could not be relied upon to extend adequate rights to women.”

The bureaucrats who could not be relied upon included the U.S. Occupation lawyer who oversaw the revision of the Civil Code, Alfred Oppler. Despite recognizing that the “new constitutional principles” regarding equal rights necessitated implementing legislation and that “[i]t was clear that the authoritative feature of the ‘house’ system were doomed to disappear,” Oppler determined that “the Occupation was extremely reluctant to take initiative with regard to this legislation (the Civil Code).” His reasoning: “[H]ow far the system as such could be continued in a modified form was a subtle and controversial question, the decision which appeared wise to leave to the Japanese themselves.” Oppler opined: “This was one of the most important instances where the Occupation exercised self-restraint.”

With an influential Occupation male “restraining” himself (arguably fulfilling Sirota’s fear that those drafting women’s rights legislation “could not be relied upon to extend adequate rights to women”), Japanese women exercised their power. After discussions “among the Japanese in planning committees, in the press, and in public hearings of the Diet,” the final decision reached was a complete abolition of the house system. Oppler conceded: “This outcome was considerably influenced by the vigorous arguments of leading women.” He then explained, “It should be understood that the women are the largest group to benefit from such a radical change in the sphere of domestic life,” an explanation that highlights the consequences of having the ability to exercise power, or not. This included Representative Mrs. Sakakibara, who won while running as an independent. According to historian Mary Beard, “so
persuasive” were the speeches of female politicians, “relative to the sufferings of women and children under the inherited aggregation of families with its headship by men,” that not only was the system “abolished,” but that “[i]t was not to be retained even as a symbol of tradition.” The Joint Press Conference of Civil Information and Education Section and Government Section, of August 1, 1947, proclaimed:

Certainly of all the legislation which has been prepared to implement the guarantees of the New Constitution, this revision of the Civil Code has had the most penetrating and far reaching results. It has uprooted the legal “house” system under which for centuries junior members of families had been subjected to grave limitations of fundamental personal rights, and it has also recognized, as never before had been the case in Japanese law, the equality of husband and wife in all family matters, including inheritance.

The road to the Civil Code involved two codes. One was the “Bill for the Temporary Adjustments of the Civil Code Pursuant to the Enforcement of the Constitution of Japan” and the second was the “Civil Code.” The “temporary measures” were to “come into force as from the day of the enforcement of the Constitution of Japan.” The Constitution of Japan was not promulgated until November 3, 1946, and did not come into effect until May 3, 1947. The “temporary measures” were so temporary that the Bill stated: “This statute shall lose its effect on and after the 1st day of January 1948.” According to a Joint Press Conference on August 1, 1947, “In terms of the direct effect worked upon the lives and everyday activities of the people of Japan, the enforcement on May 3d, 1947, of the brief ten-article Law for the Temporary Adjustments of the Civil Code pursuant to the enforcement of the Constitution of Japan, was an event comparable to the promulgation of
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the Constitution itself.”224 On the first Anniversary of the Constitution, General MacArthur issued a message providing a summary of achievements of the first year under the Constitution. On the list of achievements, he listed as number nine “important revisions of the Civil Code,” which he proclaimed “emphasized individual dignity and the essential equality of the sexes.”225

The Bill for the Temporary Adjustments of the Civil Code Pursuant to the Enforcement of the Constitution of Japan was a two-page document with ten articles.226 Its stated purpose: “[T]o provide temporary measures with regard to the Civil Code which are founded upon individual dignity and the essential equality of the sexes, pursuant to the enforcement of the Constitution of Japan.”227

Article 3 explicitly eliminated the “house” system stating: “Provisions relating to the head of the house and members of a house and all other regulations of houses shall not apply.”

The dismantling of the house included eliminating the applicability of “provisions which, on the ground of the individual being a wife or mother, restrict legal capacity, etc” (Article 2); that “[p]rovisions relating to the succession to the Headship of a house shall not be applied” (Article 7); and that “provisions of other statutes which are contrary to the provisions of this statute shall not apply” (Article 10). The dismantling of the house further included:

- An adult shall not be required to obtain parental consent for his or her marriage, divorce, adoption, or dissolution of adoption. (Article 4)
- A husband and a wife shall live together at a place determined by their mutual agreement. The application of provisions concerning the regulation of the property of the husband and the wife which are contrary to the essential equality of the sexes shall be excluded. In cases where there are extremely unchaste acts on the part of either spouse, the other may bring an action for divorce on that ground. (Article 5)
- Parental power shall be exercised jointly by the father and the mother. If a father and a mother are divorced or if a father
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has acknowledged a child, the person who exercises parental power must be determined by the mutual agreement of the father and the mother. When mutual agreement is not reached or when it cannot be reached, the court shall make the determination. The court may change the person who exercises parental power in the interest of the child. (Article 6)

The Temporary Bill also addressed inheritance (Article 8 and 9).

The Joint Press Conference raised issues needing to be addressed in the post-temporary Civil Code. Issues raised included, but were not limited to:

- The existence and degree of obligations and duties to “render mutual assistance and support” among relatives, to include non-blood relatives such as a widowed wife.228
- The “Capacity of an Illegitimate Child to Inherit.”229 (Disputes raged as to whether “an illegitimate child is entitled to one-half of the share in his [sic] father’s estate which would go to a legitimate off-spring,” or “an illegitimate child should have no rights of inheritance,” or “he [sic] should be subject to no discrimination and should inherit a full share in his ancestor’s estate.”230)
- The “Effects of Marriage on Property,” given that “the wife who normally does not hold in her own name the property acquired as a result of her participation in the family business.”231

On January 1, 1948, the new Civil Code came into effect,232 replacing the interim temporary Code. Book I of Civil Code of Japan addresses “General Provisions.” Article 1-2 states: “This Code shall be construed from the standpoint of the dignity of individuals and the essential equality of the sexes.” Howard Meyers, the former SCAP Chief of the Criminal Affairs Branch, contended: “The Civil Code revision made such important changes in the ‘Family System’ as depriving the head of a house of his
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power to prevent a marriage if the member of the family is of age; cancelling his right to determine where members of the house should reside, allowing his wife to hold property in her own name.”

The Civil Code revision also failed to make important changes. Kurt Steiner, the Chief of the Civil Affairs and Civil Liberties Branch of the Legislative Justice Division of the SCAP Headquarters, in 1950, wrote about silences in the Civil Code. Examples of the silences surrounding unaddressed practices included “voluntary” forfeiture of inheritance, “adoption” child trafficking, and “marriages on probation.”

When preparing the post-interim Civil Code, one issue was whether there should exist a “Procedure for Obtaining a Consentual [sic] Divorce” to “ensure that a genuine desire for divorce is present in the minds of both parties, and that no undue or improper pressure has been applied.”

Consensual divorce (“most of the cases . . . the husband wanted a divorce”) were the result of “strong persuasion bordering on coercion.”

Oppler was “aware of the danger that [divorce by consent] would continue to work to the disadvantage of the wife due to her de facto subordinate position.”

Steiner explained that “divorce by agreement” was “frequently a disguise for an actual ‘expulsion of the wife’ who had, for instance, failed to win the good will of her parents-in-law.”

La Cerda observed: “Divorce is easy for the man. He and his wife go to the local public registrar’s office and sign a statement of willingness to go their separate ways.” Mrs. Oku Munee, a member of the House of Councillors, in arguing for an amendment requiring the attestation of the court of domestic relations that the divorce sought to be granted was not a result of coercion, maintained an attestation by the court that the divorce was not a result of coercion was necessary given the equality of the sexes had not yet been achieved. The House of Councillors passed the amendment by a vote of 102–75, then, under the argument that “freedom of divorce should be as complete as freedom of marriage,” the House of
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Representatives defeated the amendment by more than a two-thirds majority.241 La Cerda opined: “In bringing democracy to Japan’s womanhood, consideration should be given to a change in their divorce customs.”242 Following his policy of “self-restraint,” Oppler refused to “object to the retention of the traditional system of divorce by consent” although he understood it harmed women.243

A review of the 2016 CEDAW Committee’s Observations on Japan highlights the gaps that harm women. For example, the 2016 CEDAW Committee decried the issues resulting from the absence of legislation that govern the distribution of property upon dissolution of marriage in the State party. The CEDAW Committee found that, as a result of this absence of legislation:

- Women are placed at a disadvantage because negotiations and agreements on property distribution happen outside legal regulation where power imbalances between women and men exist.244
- Most divorcing women lack the necessary information and means to demand disclosure of their husbands’ financial situation, including business and career assets, as the law does not provide any procedural tools and guidelines.245
- Cases where no agreement is reached for paying child support, in which cases children are left destitute.246

If the gaps identified by CEDAW Committee are a result of Japanese and Occupation “bureaucrats . . . so conservative that they could not be relied upon to extend adequate rights to women,”247 the question for future research is how to recruit, employ, and retain bureaucrats who can be relied upon to extend adequate rights to women. The answer may be as easy as asking, during the hiring interview, the question: “How can you be relied upon to extend adequate rights for women?”
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IX. LABOR LAW

In late November 1945, the Occupation issued SCAPIN 360, “Employment Policies” of November 28, 1945. SCAPIN 360 “[d]irects Japanese Government to insure that no discrimination be exercised or permitted for or against any worker either in private or government work, in wages, hours, or working conditions by reasons of nationality, creed, or social status.”248 The November 1945 SCAPIN did not prohibit discrimination based on sex and gender. Instead, SCAPIN 360 ignored the reality of discrimination in the workplace against Japanese women.

Sirota did not. Her draft of the Constitution stated: “Women shall have the right of access to all professions and occupations, including the right to hold office, and shall receive the same compensation as men for equal work.”249 Yet by June 25, 1946, when the Diet received the draft Constitution, provisions providing right of access to all professions and occupations, the right to hold office, and the right to equal pay were eliminated. The only vestiges of this language were, “Every person shall have the freedom to . . . choose his occupation to the extent that it does not interfere with the public welfare.”250

In February 1946, a U.S. Advisory Committee on Labor, composed of U.S. government officials “who were labor experts in all phases of labor problems” and a representative of the AFL (the CIO representative “was unable to make the trip”) visited Japan.251 The Committee was composed of 12 individuals, who spent an average of three months each in Japan, each with different arrival and departure dates.252 The U.S. sent only one woman as an expert, Helen Mears. The report described Helen Mears as an expert in labor legislation and “women’s problems” as well as a lecturer on Japan at a Civil Affairs Training School.253

The U.S. Advisory Committee on Labor found that “[t]raditionally Japanese women have taken part in the economic life of Japan in very great numbers.”254 The Committee stated: “It has been estimated that more than 80 percent of all Japanese women between the ages of 15 and
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work for wages or in family employment.” 255 The Committee further found that women:

- have taken their place beside men in the farms, having dominated sericulture;
- have even worked at such heavy manual jobs as mining and road building; and
- in the immediate pre-war period—they made up almost half of the total industrial workers in factories employing ten or more. 256

The Committee determined that “[o]ne of the worst features of Japan’s traditional wage structure is the general practice of paying lower wages to women than to men, even when the duties of the job are identical.” 257 (One U.S. journalist noted: “The disparity between female and male wages is astonishing. In most plants, men are paid 200% more than women.”) 258 The Committee found that the “custom” of unequal pay was “not only inconsistent with sound labor policy, but also contradicts a general objective of the Occupation—the removal of legal or institutional discrimination, which tends to the subordination of women.” 259 The Committee opined: “Wage differences based solely on sex should be expressly forbidden by law.” 260 The Committee, echoing the language of the U.S. National War Labor Board’s General Order No. 16 of November 1943 requiring “equal pay for comparable quantity and quality of work on comparable operations,” 261 recommended “that the principle of equal pay for male and female employees who perform work of same or comparable quality and quantity be established as a principle in wage and salary structures in Japan.” 262 The resulting legislation mandated “Equal Wages for Both Sexes: The employer may not discriminate . . . in wages by reason of sex.” 263
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Whether the equal pay legislation resulted in equal pay is debatable. For example, the May 1948 SCAP report acknowledged that, when teachers realized that the government was not going to honor its legal obligation to pay women and men equally, “[t]eachers of Hyogo and Kyoto Prefectures, including university and college professors, went on strikes when prefectural authorities rejected their demands for . . . elimination of pay differential by sex.”264 Yet, according to a July 1948 SCAP report, inspections by 45 labor standards offices found only nine cases “dealing with equal wages to men and women for equal work.”265

In contrast to Sirota, the Committee did not believe that “[w]omen shall have the right of access to all professions and occupations.”266 Instead, the 1946 Committee recommended that “restrictions on the use of women in heavy work [should be] extended”;267 “the exceptions which permit women to work underground in certain mines should be eliminated”;268 “further restrictions should be placed on the use of women for heavy work during pregnancy”;269 and “an absolute limit of nine hours work per day, six days per week should be prescribed for women.”270 In the same report, the Committee acknowledged that “provisions proposed elsewhere would permit adult males to work longer hours . . . with premium pay.”271 A result of the Committee’s recommendations was the Labor Standards Law (Law No. 49 of April 7, 1947). The Labor Standards Law prohibited women (not men) from “dangerous” work,272 night work,273 overtime work,274 and working in underground coalmines.275 As a result, the Occupation eliminated the ability of unions to negotiate for overtime work and pay for female union members.276 The work of the Committee resulted not only in reducing the earnings of women, but also
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resulted in women losing their livelihoods; thereby endangering women and their families.

The “protective legislation” harmed women who had worked as underground coal miners. As a result of the legislation, female coal miners lost jobs as underground coal miners. The government then froze women out of re-employment as surface coal miners. As SCAP reports, “Since April 1947 there has been a surplus of surface workers in the coal mines, necessitating a cabinet order freezing coal mine employment as of 30 April 1948.”

Japanese women tried to fight back. In April 1948, SCAP Summation No. 31 of Non-Military Activities in Japan, reported on the “Niigata women stevedores, who must be released from their jobs 1 May as a result of the enforcement of the Labor Standards Law.” The female stevedores protested the loss of their jobs and sent delegates to the Minister of Labor and the Women’s and Minors’ Bureau to request “revision of the provisions on weight lifting.” Instead of protecting women by fighting for women to keep their jobs rather than losing them in the name of “protecting women,” the Bureau stated that “the law must be upheld and that adjustments had been made in other ports.”

The government then instituted circumventions and exceptions to the “protective” legislation. The circumventions and exemptions granted employers the legal ability to pay women even less. The June 1948 SCAP report revealed that the prohibition against women engaging in hazardous occupations and night work resulted in 15,000 vacancies. To circumvent the prohibition, by June 1948, the government amended the Labor Standards Law Apprenticeship Ordinance of October 1947 to permit employers to employ “women subject to provisions of certain hazardous occupation regulations” if employers hired women in the grade of “apprentices.” It is unknown how many women that employers rehired in the reduced grade of “apprentice.” Another exception created a loophole for employers to have the ability to engage women to work overtime in office work, when that office work involved the creation of
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“business documents.”\(^{283}\) (The extent to which office work did not involve the creation of “business documents” is unclear.)

Women recognized that the exclusion of women from political power negatively influenced the laws addressing women. For example, when the minimum wage law was drafted to provide men triple the amount of minimum wage as women,\(^{284}\) women addressed the consequences of excluding women from decision-making:

- “[W]omen’s committees must be recognized in all the labor problems including the wage problem. . . I firmly oppose men’s feudalistic way of handling matters which ignores women’s opinions. Hitherto, women have been shut out from expressing opinions, but hereafter rightful demands are welcome.”\(^{285}\)

- “The absence of women in the Wage Committee is the main reason for a bill being written against women’s interests. The proposal does not recognize any rights of working women. It is nothing but a reactionary plan to confine women to the family system as members to be supported, receiving discriminatory treatment as before for the benefit of the capitalists.”\(^{286}\)

By 1951, even the Japanese Management Association recognized that “protective” measures served to harm women and to advantage men. The Japanese Management Association opined that “protective measures in the law are desirable and necessary”; however, the “current application of these provisions without due consideration of prevailing work conditions” as well as “the complicated procedures required by regulation in employing women have made it more advantageous to employ men in many cases even when the nature of the work is best suited for women.”\(^{287}\)

The Japanese Management Association found: “In countries with a large
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labor population, cumbersome though well-meant intentions of protecting the weaker sex are apt to result in increasing difficulty for women to find employment, as is now the tendency in Japan.\footnote{Id.} The Japan Management Association in 1951 found that “with the exception of a limited few cases, it is found generally impossible for Japanese industry to pay sufficiently high hourly wages enabling workers to earn a living within the restricted work day.”\footnote{Id. at 15.} That is, given that the Labor Standards Law prohibited women from working “overtime,” the Labor Standards Law “protected” women from being able to earn a living. More research is required to identify the number of women who died or who were forced into male-serving occupations (such as prostitution) as a result of the inability imposed by law on women to earn a living.

In addition to the “protective measures” harming women, the wage structure exacerbated the harm. The wage structure included “bonuses and payments for holiday work” as well as “allowances for dependents, seniority, and other factors not related to the job.”\footnote{Alice W. Shurcliff, Wage Developments In Japan During The Occupation, 75 MONTHLY LAB. REV. 395, 397 (1952).} The government’s prohibitions against women resulted in women losing a bonus of 25% of base wages.\footnote{LABOR STANDARDS LAW, supra note 263, art. 37.} Alice Shurcliff, in 1952, addressed how, given that “allowances can total more than the basic wage in the case of older male workers with many dependents,” the “wage structure results in far lower payments to women.”\footnote{Shurcliff, supra note 290, at 397.}

Continued employment discrimination against women may be the reason that Japan is facing a brain drain today; that is, “a relatively high proportion of women researchers [are] leaving the country.”\footnote{Gender in the Global Research Landscape: Analysis of Research Performance Through a Gender Lens Across 20 Years, 12 Geographies, and 27 Subject Areas, ELSEVIER 59 (2017), https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/265661/ElsevierGenderReport_final_for-web.pdf [https://perma.cc/5BXZ-VE2Q].} Japanese women are finding that they are “doing better outside of Japan than inside Japan in terms of the proportion of female specialist and managers” and the expectation is that more women will leave Japan as “the Japanese workplace is not as welcoming to women.”\footnote{Id. at 38, 40 (Interview of Miyoko O. Watanabe, Deputy Executive Director, Office for Diversity and Inclusion, Japan Science and Technology Office (JST)).}
X. CONCLUSION

In 1964, General MacArthur maintained: “Of all the reforms accomplished by the occupation in Japan, none was more heartwarming to me than this change in the status of women.”

As we look towards the 200th anniversary of the Nineteenth Amendment, the questions are many.

- Will the history of the women’s emancipation policy remain unknown?
- Will the contention of feminist international relations scholar J. Ann Tickner, that “[g]overnments are generally reluctant to make women’s human rights part of their foreign policies . . . in supporting their empowerment,” remain true?
- Will the U.S. Occupation experience of “female personnel, to the extent that they became too closely associated with their external constituency and with women’s rights issues, ran the risk of criticism and censure from their SCAP superiors and of psychological harassment, in the form of malevolent joking behavior, from their male colleagues” remain the norm?
- Will opposition to women serving in the military continue to blind and deafen the ability of academia and militaries to see and hear and learn from military women?
- Will discrimination and violence against women continue to be normalized or will all States (including the U.S.) have not only ratified, but also implemented, the Convention on the Elimination Against All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, as well as its Optional Protocol?

It is my hope that in 2119, at the 100th anniversary of the historic 2019 Center for Constitutional Law at Akron School of Law conference on “The 19th Amendment at 100: From the Vote to Gender Equality,” that all discrimination against women will seem as shocking a concept as the preclusion of women as notaries was perceived at the 2019 conference.
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